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Abstract Security is an important non-functional characteristic of the business processes used by organisations for the coordination of their activities.
Nevertheless, the implementation of security at the business process level can
be challenging due to the limited security expertise of process designers and
the delayed consideration of security. Security patterns can, therefore, be a
useful tool, as they capture expert knowledge and proven solutions and can
be integrated to business processes with minimal security-related knowledge.
Moreover, security requirements engineering approaches have been established
as a structured way of reasoning about security during their early development
stages of information systems and can, thus, provide valuable input during
process design. This work introduces a set of process-level security patterns
which are used to enhance an existing framework for the design of secure business processes. Through the framework’s application, a system’s composition
as well as its security requirements are elicited, using security-oriented goal
models. The goal model is then automatically transformed into a complete
business process model, the security of which is implemented by the introduced set of security process patterns. Thus, the patterns introduced in this
work, enhance the framework’s functionality by providing a structured way
of operationalising security at the business process level of abstraction. The
framework is applied to a real-life information system and the effectiveness
and usability of the proposed patterns is evaluated via a workshop-based experiment. The evaluation indicates that non-experts are able comprehend and
utilise the developed patterns to construct secure business process designs.
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1 Introduction
Business processes are essential instruments utilised by organisations for the
coordination of their activities in order to produce value in the form of products and services [42]. Information systems often play an essential role in supporting the execution of business processes. Therefore, it is critical that such
systems are designed in a structured manner, taking into account the functional characteristics of the processes they will support.
The elicitation of information systems’ requirements is often conducted at
an organisational level of abstraction in order to capture not only technical
but also social aspects of a system’s environment (i.e., participating stakeholders, interdependencies, strategies). Goal modelling is a very common approach
for the elicitation of systems’ requirements, as goal modelling languages are
equipped with high-level concepts (e.g., actors, goals, dependencies) essential
for such type of system analysis. Nevertheless, business process models are
designed in a lower, operational level of abstraction, as their main purpose
is to capture the choreography of activities between different process participants. Therefore, bridging the abstraction gap between organisational level
goal models and operational level business process models can be a challenge.
Aligning system requirements, as captured by goal models at the organisational level, with process activities at the operational level, provides traceability between system models of different abstraction levels [14]. Additionally, it
helps provide justification for design choices, as decisions regarding the structure and contents of the process can be linked to the satisfaction of specific
goals. Therefore, such an alignment leads to more robust and context-aware
operationalisations of security at the business process level [34]. Therefore, to
enhance the alignment between an organisation’s strategic goals and its operations, there needs to be a well-defined interconnection between a system’s
requirements and its process models. For discussion on goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) and related topics, see [15].
In addition to the functional characteristics of a business process, there also
exists a number of non-functional aspects that need to be taken into consideration. Security is one of the most important of such non-functional aspects
due to the potential impact of its shortcomings for organisations in terms of
finances, reputation and legal compliance [29]. Since the consideration of security during the early design stages of systems is considered highly beneficial
[24], specialised security-oriented extensions have been developed for the majority of the established process modelling languages. Nevertheless, capturing
the context and rationale behind general and security-related design choices
made during process design, is outside of the scope of process modelling languages [13].
Another obstacle in the design of secure business processes is the disconnect between security experts and the system developers [22]. Since the main
concern of system developers is functionality, security is underprioritised and
implemented in an ad-hoc manner during the later development stages. Security patterns are often utilised as a way to overcome such issues, as they are
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able to provide to non-experts with standardised and proven solutions to common security-related issues [16]. Patterns can encapsulate security expertise
and standardise proven solutions to recurring problems [22], which can facilitate a systematic and structured approach towards the operationalisation of
security by non-experts [28]. However, the issue of over- and underspecification of security patterns often makes it difficult for non-experts to identify
and integrate patterns of the appropriate abstraction level to their business
process models.
To address the aforementioned challenges, this work extends a framework,
developed in our previous work [7, 4], with a security process pattern library.
The framework supports the process of creating secure business process models, using security-oriented goal models as the starting point. The introduced
patterns are integrated into business process models to operationalise different types of security requirements (e.g., confidentiality, integrity, availability)
and are expressed at an abstraction level which is generic enough to be able
to be instantiated by different types of security implementing technologies.
Therefore, the developed framework facilitates (i) the elicitation of functional
and security requirements of information systems at an organisational level
of abstraction using goal models, (ii) the creation of business process model
skeletons sourcing from the information captured at the goal model level and
(iii) the refinement of the business process model skeletons to secure business
process models using a set of security process patterns. A supervised workshop
session, followed by a questionnaire is used to evaluate the perceived usability
of the introduced patterns and compare them to ad-hoc approaches. Moreover,
the overall framework is applied to a real life information system as a proof-ofconcept. This paper significantly improves and extends an earlier version [9],
by presenting: (i) a more specific conceptual basis upon which our approach
was constructed, together with formal specifications of the transformations;
(ii) a real case study and its impact upon the introduced patterns; and (iii) an
extended discussion and lessons learnt from the evaluation of the approach.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 introduces our
security process patterns and then Section 3 presents, via a real-life example,
a framework that utilises them for the creation of secure business process designs. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the proposed set of security process
patterns, while Section 5 compares the contributions of our work to related
literature. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a short discussion of this work and
its future directions.

2 Security Process Patterns
A pattern, in the context of software development, is a reusable package which
incorporates expert knowledge and represents a recurring structure, activity,
behaviour or design [44]. A security pattern is a well-understood solution to
a recurring information security problem and can be expressed either as a
structural pattern, which incorporates designs that can be implemented in the
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final product or a procedural pattern, which represent high level directions
for improving the process of developing security-critical software systems [22].
During the requirements and analysis phases of the system development lifecycle, the majority of the proposed design pattern focus on security attacks
while patterns for implementing countermeasures are less well-represented [44].
Therefore, as part of this work we introduce a number of structural process
design patterns aiming to facilitate the operationalisation of countermeasures
for the main types of security requirements, at a business process model level of
abstraction. Such patterns are generic enough to be implementation-agnostic
but able to specify a basic sequence of activities and interactions between
process participants which can lead to the satisfaction of a system’s security
requirements. The use of patterns can be considered within the context of
requirements reuse (see [41]).
The basic structure of each of the proposed patterns is captured using
BPMN collaboration diagrams [31] and includes the activities required for
the operationalisation of a security implementing technology. Definitions from
international standards [19, 40] for each type of security requirement (i.e., authentication, authorisation, confidentiality, integrity, availability) were utilised
to identify the basic functionality that each pattern should describe. Furthermore, literature sources (i.e., [43, 12] were utilised to identify how such functionality can be expressed in the context of a business process model.
The security-implementing activities included in each pattern are annotated with a padlock symbol at their top left corner to visually communicate
their security-oriented nature. Corresponding activities exist at the user’s lane
describing any required interaction with the system’s security implementing
activities (e.g., username and password input). The security-constrained activity or data object, which created the need for the implementation of security,
is marked with a bold black border in order to be easily distinguishable from
other activities or objects. A series of message exchanges between the two lanes
are also included to capture the communication between the user and system
side during the interaction with the various mechanisms and for communicating the success or failure of the operation (e.g., “Access Granted”). Finally
relevant start and end events along with gateways that split the process flow
are also modelled within each pattern. An overview of the BPMN 2.0 concepts
utilised for the construction of the patterns is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Overview of BPMN 2.0 elements used in patterns
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The activities contained within each pattern are not dependent on the implementation of a specific mechanism but rather on the type of the security
requirement at hand. Therefore, the pattern operationalising a specific type
of security requirement (e.g., authentication) can be instantiated by a number
of different mechanisms (e.g., smartcard, biometrics, username/password). It
is also the case that one pattern can be reused within another pattern. For
instance, the pattern for Authentication is reused within the Authorisation
pattern since its functionality is required for the completion of the authorisation process.

2.1 Authentication
Authentication, in the context of a business process, entails the verification of
a credential of a subject using security mechanisms [43]. Therefore, a process
participant is required to have a verified identity before performing a specific
activity or accessing a resource. To realize the authentication requirement,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, every time a user submits a request to the system
for accessing an authentication-constrained resource or activity, the system
should check that request and ask for the user’s authentication data. Once
the user submits the authentication data in the appropriate form (e.g., username/password, biometric data) the system should check its validity and, if
valid, allow the user to access to the constraint resource or activity.

Fig. 2 Authentication pattern

2.2 Authorisation
Authorisation, in terms of a business process model, requires the restriction of
access to assets based on certain business or security requirements of an entity
[19]. Therefore, only process participants with the appropriate permissions can
access a resource or perform an activity that is authorisation-constrained. As
shown in Fig. 3, to realise the authorisation requirement, first a user requests
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access to authorisation-constrained activities or resources and the authentication process takes place in order for the user’s identity to become known to the
system. After the successful authentication, the role and/or the permissions
attached to the user’s account are checked and, if appropriate, the user gains
access to the constraint activity or data object.

Fig. 3 Authorisation pattern

2.3 Confidentiality
Confidentiality, in terms of business process models, is a property of a data
object and involves the identification of authorised entities that can access
it [12]. As shown in Fig. 4, to achieve confidentiality in a business process,
if the user is not already authorised, the authorisation process takes place as
previously described. Next, a secure communication channel is created between
the user and the system through which the confidentiality-constrained data
object can be transferred.

Fig. 4 Confidentiality pattern

2.4 Integrity
Integrity is concerned with ensuring that information is protected from improper modifications so as to avoid intentional or accidental unauthorised
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changes to system data [40]. As illustrated in Fig. 5, to achieve integrity, after
an integrity-constrained data object has been transferred to the system, the
system’s copy of the resource needs to be compared to the original by data
validation techniques.

Fig. 5 Integrity pattern

2.5 Availability
Availability describes the property of system resources being accessible and
usable upon demand by an entity [19]. Therefore, the pattern for availability,
presented in Fig. 6, is utilised to ensure that critical resources are always
available to process participants. To realise that requirement, when a requested
resource is not available, the system has to maintain backups, using a number
of available implementation technologies, from which the data object can be
retrieved and be made available to the user.

Fig. 6 Availability pattern

3 Secure Business Process Design Framework
The introduced process patterns are an important component of a broader
framework that facilitates the creation of secure business process designs. Ini-
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tial descriptions of some of the framework components have been introduced
in our previous work [7, 4, 6] and described in Fig. 7. In this paper we enhance
this framework by incorporating the developed patterns as a means for guiding
the operationalisation of security at the business process level.

Fig. 7 Components of secure business process design framework

More specifically, the final output resulting from the application of this
framework is a business process model which contains both functional and
security implementing activities. Such security implementing activities originate from analysis performed at a high level organisational view of the system captured via goal-models, using a security requirements engineering approach. The goal model, capturing participating actors, their goals, tasks and
resources, apart from facilitating the elicitation of security requirements, will
also provide a means of automatically producing a business process skeleton
via a set of model transformation rules. This process skeleton can finally be
refined into a complete and secure business process model using the security
process patterns introduced in Section 2.

Fig. 8 Steps for the application of framework

The steps for the application of our framework are described in Fig. 8.
Step 1 uses the Goal Modelling component to create a security-oriented goal
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model that captures a high abstraction view of the system to-be. Once such
model has been created, a series of model transformation steps are applied in
Step 2 using the Model Transformation component to create a hybrid reference
process model. That model acts as a mid-level artefact which maps security
requirements and proposed countermeasures to specific parts of the business
process, thus creating a security-annotated process skeleton. Step 3 makes use
of the Business Process Modelling component to refine the hybrid reference
process model in order to create the final output of our framework, a secure
business process model. During this step, the proposed security process patterns are integrated (Step 3.1) and instantiated (Step 3.2) in the final business
process model and the process flow is manually constructed (Step 3.3).
A more detailed overview of the framework’s application, incorporating the
security patterns introduced in Section 2, will be demonstrated via a working
example of the Greek electronic prescription system1 . The purpose of that
system is to facilitate the creation and archiving of electronic prescriptions
created by medical practitioners and used by patients to receive medication.
The system’s functionality and security requirements are described in the relevant act of the Greek Parliament [17], but for the purposes of this example a
simplified version of the system was modelled, containing only a subset of its
original specifications. The selection of the particular system for the application of the framework was based on its socio-technical nature, since it involves
both human (e.g., patients, medical practitioners) and information systems
(e.g., e-Prescription platform) as participants and has some security-critical
aspects, since it deals with sensitive information exchanges between its participants (e.g., medical records, treatment plans). Additionally, the portion of
the system modelled through the framework’s application is complex enough
to demonstrate the value added by the application of the proposed security
patterns.
The application of each of the framework’s components creates a different
abstraction level model of the system, which is then used as input for the
next component, with the secure business process model of the e-prescription
process being the final output.

3.1 Goal Modelling component
Secure Tropos [27] is a security-oriented extension of Tropos [11], a goaloriented requirements engineering method. The main motivation behind the
creation of Secure Tropos was the lack of a methodology to support the capturing, analysis and reasoning of security requirements from the early stages
of the development process. As such, Secure Tropos combines concepts from
requirements engineering for representing general concepts and security engineering for representing security-oriented concepts, which are presented in
detail in [26].
1

https://www.e-prescription.gr/
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The creation of security-oriented goal models for the elicitation of requirements, threats and implementation mechanism alternatives for the system tobe is the starting point of the framework proposed by this work. The ability
of Secure Tropos to capture and analyse such concepts in an explicit and
structured manner is the main reason for its selection as the method of choice
for performing the organisational level modelling required by our framework.
More specifically, the advantages of Secure Tropos, compared to other securityoriented GORE approaches are:
i. its ability to perform social analysis during the early requirements stage
by capturing actors, their goals, resources and interdependencies,
ii. the simultaneous consideration of security along with the other requirements of the system-to-be, via the provision of a number of different modelling views, each capturing different aspects of the system’s design (e.g.,
organisational view, security requirements view, security attacks view).
iii. the support for not only the requirements but also the design stages of the
development lifecycle, through the mapping of abstract security constraints
and threats to specific security implementation mechanism alternatives.
An example of a Secure Tropos Security Requirements view diagram is
presented in Fig. 9. This view depicts node-link diagrams enclosed in circular containers representing system actors, with different types of nodes and
connections to model both organisational and security related elements.
The entities interacting within that system, namely the “e-Prescription
system”, the “Medical Practitioner” and the “Patient” are represented as actors. Each of them has a set of goals to achieve by interacting with each other.
Their goals are decomposed into sub-goals and finally into plans which represent simple activities each actor has to perform (e.g., “Issue prescription”).
Certain goals can be delegated to other system actors in order to be satisfied
(e.g., “Diagnose Patient” goal is delegated to the “Medical Practitioner” from
the “Patient”). Such goals are modelled as part of the dependency relationships arrows and as darker green rectangles with rounded edges at the actor
that will satisfy them. Resources are also identified to represent documents created or required by plans or goals in order to be fulfilled (e.g., “Prescription”).
Similarly to goals, resources can also be delegated from one system actor to
another, in case they are required for the satisfaction of an actor’s goals or
plans (e.g., the “Prescription” resource is delegated from the “e-Prescription
system” to the “Patient” for the satisfaction of the “Fill Prescription” plan).
Such delegations are modelled through dependency relationships which include
the delegated resource within the dependency relationship arrows. A delegated
resource also appears as a dark yellow rectangle within the depender actor’s
container.
Security constraints are connected to goals, plans or resources in order
to restrict their functionality in favour of achieving a security objective. For
instance, in the system modelled in Fig. 9, “Only authorised medical practitioners can issue prescriptions” is an “Authorisation” type constraint, while
the “Maintain confidentiality of Patient Records and Treatment Plan” is a
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Fig. 9 Security Requirements view of e-Prescription system

“Confidentiality” type of constraint. Threats (e.g., “User Impersonation”) are
also identified and connected to entities they can potentially impact. Since
a threat can impact entities belonging to one or more system actors, they
are placed outside actor’s containers at the Security Requirements view diagram. To achieve the system’s security objectives and mitigate the identified
threats, a number of security implementing mechanisms are introduced. For
example the security objective of “Authorisation” can be satisfied by the implementation of “2-Factor authentication”, “Smart Cards” or “Usernames and
Passwords”. In practice, system designers and security experts are encouraged
to propose any mechanism that may fit the needs of the system at this stage,
since the final decision regarding the mechanisms that will be implemented in
the final business process will take place at a later time.
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3.2 Model Transformation component
In order to transfer elements of the organisational structure, high-level requirements and constraints captured at the goal model to the operational
level, a linkage between the two levels of abstraction needs to be created. This
linkage is a crucial step for the creation of operational level artefacts, in the
form of business process models, which are aligned with organisational level
artefacts identified through our analysis during the initial phases of this framework. To achieve that, during the model transformation phase, we introduce
an intermediate model called hybrid reference process model. This model includes concepts from both goal and process models (hybrid ) and captures all
the security-related information elicited from the Goal Modelling and Decision
Support components of the framework. For reference, the (partial) Secure Tropos metamodel used, which captures relevant relationships between concepts,
is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Metamodel of (relevant) Secure Tropos concepts

The hybrid reference process metamodel used is shown in Fig. 11, where
the concepts inherited from Secure Tropos are included in the dashed-line container. More details can be found in [3], but we note that there is a relationship
change in that Security Mechanisms mitigate Threats rather than mitigating
Vulnerabilities that exploit Threats, since Vulnerabilities are not needed in
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the hybrid. The model produced as a result of the application of the Model
Transformation component can be later instantiated into a number of similar
but slightly different business process models (reference model ), according to
the specific security needs of each instance.
The process related concepts (i.e., lanes, activities, data objects) included
in the hybrid reference process model are transformed from their corresponding
goal model concepts (i.e., actors, goals, plans, resources) and also inherit the
Secure Tropos concepts capturing security-related analysis (i.e., constraints,
objectives, mechanisms, threats). By capturing such connections between goal
and process model level concepts via the hybrid reference process model we
can trace changes at the high-level requirements of an organisation to specific
parts of its business processes and vice-versa.

Fig. 11 Metamodel of the hybrid reference process model

To identify conceptual similarities between goal and process modelling concepts and create explicit transformation rules we use the meta-models and
concepts definitions provided by Secure Tropos [27] and BPMN 2.0 [31]. More
specifically, a lane in BPMN 2.0 is described as a container for organising and
categorising activities [31], usually performed by a specific entity (e.g., process
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participant, information system). Since an Actor is also used as a container
for goals and plans to be achieved by an entity in the context of goal models,
we can transform the actors included in the goal model to lanes of the same
name in the hybrid reference process model.
In a similar manner we can map the goals of each actors and the plans used
to achieve them, to process activities. An Activity, according to the definition
of BPMN 2.0, is a generic container for work performed by an entity [31]
and can take two distinct forms, a Sub-Process and a Task. The difference
between sub-processes and tasks is that the former can be broken down into
a finer level of detail while the latter captures atomic activities that cannot
be further decomposed. Similarly in goal models, goals are used as containers
for capturing the intentions of system actors and can be further decomposed
to a finer level of detail, while plans express atomic actions that need to be
performed for the achievement of a goal. Thus, by transforming goals to subprocesses and plans to tasks in the hybrid reference process model, we can
transfer information regarding the intentions of each actor and use them to
generate the main activities to be included at the business process level.
The exchange of information assets in physical or digital form is one of the
fundamental components of a business process. For this purpose the concept
of Data Objects is included in BPMN 2.0 and defined as entities providing
information which activities require in order to be performed and/or they
produce as a result of their execution [31]. Similarly, at the goal model level
resources are used to capture information entities which are required for or
created from the fulfilment of a goal or the performance of a plan. Therefore,
due to the conceptual similarities between the two concepts, the resources
included in the goal model can be transformed into data objects in the hybrid
reference process model. In this way, information captured at the goal model
regarding data-related assets can be transferred to the business process model.
A graphical depiction of the mappings described so far can be seen in Fig. 12.
Apart from the business process model concepts, the hybrid reference process model inherits a number of concepts from the Secure Tropos goal model.
More specifically, concepts used to capture security aspects (i.e., security constraints, security mechanisms, threats), connected with goals, plans and resources of the goal model are transferred to the hybrid reference process model
and connected to the corresponding activities and data objects.
In addition to the mappings between concepts of Secure Tropos and BPMN
2.0, a series of transformation steps can be defined (see Table 1) for automating
the process of creating a hybrid reference process model starting from a security oriented goal model. Each of the transformation steps are to be applied
iteratively for each of the components included in the security requirements
view of the Secure Tropos goal model created during the previous phases of
this framework.
We adopt a layered transformation construction, so that elements of the
goal model are transformed in stages (called steps). For instance, Step 1 creates a lane for each actor, then Step 2 populates the lanes with activities
(sub-processes and tasks) that are the transformation of goals of the actor
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Fig. 12 Object mappings (from top to bottom): (1) actors to lanes, (2) goal and plans to
activities (sub-processes and tasks), (3) resources to data objects.

for the lane. In Table 1, we provide a natural language specification of the
transformation steps, followed by a formal specification and then an example
application.
3.2.1 Formal specification
We provide specifications of the transformations in each Step in Table 1, subdividing some of them (e.g 4 into 4a,4b,4c) to simplify the reading. The specifications are provided in a variant of the Z-notation, similar to the one used
in [10], where: a pre-condition lies above a double line and is preceded by the
symbol 4, whilst the post-condition lies below the line and is preceded by
5; within the pre-condition boxes, a separator ; is used to separate parameter set memberships from other variable set memberships and to separate
these from other constraints. Here, ψ denotes the transformation function
that takes objects in the source goal model and creates objects in the target hybrid model; “:” indicates the type; “.” is object oriented navigation;
∈ means set membership (overloaded to also mean set containment for convenience); “|” denotes disjunction (slightly abusing notation, interpreting a
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Table 1 Summary of steps for the goal-to-hybrid reference process model transformation
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
Step 4

each (actor) of the goal model
is transformed into a (lane) in the hybrid model.
each leaf-level (goal) of the goal model
is transformed into a (sub-process) in the hybrid model.
each leaf-level (plan) of each goal in the goal model:
is transformed into a (task) within the sub-process for the goal in the
hybrid model.
each (resource) of the goal model
is transformed into a (data object) in the hybrid model.
each (security constraint), each (security mechanism), and each
(threat) which is connected (directly or indirectly) to a goal, plan or resource of the goal model
is copied in the hybrid model
and is connected to the corresponding activities (sub-processes or tasks) or
data objects.

matching of ordered elements in pre- and post-conditions to save space). For
example, g : Goal, a : Actor, g = a.has means that g is a goal, a is an actor,
and a is connected to g via the has relationship, so that a has goal g, whilst
g.hasSubgoals = f alse means that the hasSubgoals attribute of g is false
(i.e. it is a leaf node in the graph of the model). Also, (g|p|r) ∈ c.restricts
in pre-condition and (ψ(g)|ψ(p)|ψ(r)) ∈ ψ(c).restricts in post-condition is interpreted as “if c restricts g then ψ(c) restricts ψ(g), and if c restricts p then
ψ(c) restricts ψ(p), and if c restricts r then ψ(c) restricts ψ(r).
Step1
M a : Actor
O ψ(a) : Lane
Step2a
M g : Goal; a : Actor; g = a.has; g.hasSubgoals = f alse
O ψ(g) : Subprocess, ψ(g) = ψ(a).has
Step2b
M g : Goal; p : P lan, g.hasSubgoals = f alse, g = p.helpsachieve
O ψ(p) : T ask, (ψ(p) ∈ ψ(g).activity
Step3
M r : Resource, , a : Actor, r.owner = a
O ψ(r) : DataObject, ψ(r).owner = ψ(a)
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Step4a
M c : SecurityConstraint; (g|p|r) ∈ c.restricts
O ψ(c) : SecurityConstraint; (ψ(g)|ψ(p)|ψ(r)) ∈ ψ(c).restricts
Step4b
M m : SecurityM echanism;
(t ∈ m.mitigates.exploits|c ∈ m.implements)
O ψ(m) : SecurityM echanism;
(ψ(t) ∈ ψ(m).mitigates|ψ(c) ∈ ψ(m).implements)
Step4c
M h : T hreat; (g|p|r) ∈ h.impacts
O ψ(h) : T hreat; (ψ(g)|ψ(p)|ψ(r)) ∈ ψ(h).impacts

3.2.2 Application
The application of the model transformation component at the e-Prescription
system’s goal model produces the hybrid reference process model illustrated in
Fig. 13. More specifically, the actors introduced during the organisational level
analysis of the system (i.e., Patient, Medical Practitioner and e-Prescription
System) are transformed into business process lanes with the same name.
Next, activities are created and placed in the corresponding lanes, originating
from the leaf-level goals and plans of each system actor. For instance the
“Diagnose Patient” leaf-level goal is transformed into a sub-process with the
same name in the Medical Practitioner ’s lane. In a similar manner, the relevant
resources (i.e., “Prescription”), previously introduced at the goal model, result
in data objects in the hybrid reference process model, connected as inputs or
outputs to the activities that create or require them. For instance, since the
“Prescription” resource is created by the plan “Issue Prescription” at the
goal model level, a data object with the same name is the output of the
corresponding activity in the hybrid reference process model.
The constraints connected to a goal, plan or resource of the goal model
are now transferred into the hybrid reference process model and connected
to the corresponding activity or data object (e.g., “Only authorised medical
practitioners can issue prescriptions”) is connected to the “Issue Prescription”
activity). The security objective that is satisfied by each security constraint
will eventually help the process designers to select the appropriate process
pattern which will be integrated in the final business process model. Similarly,
threats identified at the goal model level are also transferred and connected
to the corresponding elements of the hybrid reference model which they impact. For instance, the “Data Leakage” threat, impacting the goal “Maintain
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Fig. 13 Hybrid reference process model of the e-Prescription system

Prescription Records” in the goal model, is now connected to the process activities “Store New Prescriptions” and “Maintain Prescription Logs” of the
hybrid reference process model, which resulted from the transformation of the
leaf-level children nodes of the impacted goal.
Finally, the security mechanisms, proposed at the goal model for the implementation of each security constraint, are also transferred in the hybrid
reference process model to maintain the information regarding the range of
potential configurations of security countermeasures at the process level. For
instance, “Smart Cards”, “2-Factor Authentication” or “Usernames and Passwords” are amongst the security mechanisms that can be selected for the
implementation of the authorisation-related security constraint (i.e., “Only
authorised medical practitioners can issue prescriptions”).
The model transformation process can be automatically performed using
the SecTro modelling platform2 . The platform supports the creation of all
modelling views of the Secure Tropos framework, including the Security Requirements view used by the Goal Modelling component of our framework. Ad2

http://www.sense-brighton.eu/research/sectro-tool/
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ditionally, the transformation rules described in this section are implemented
within the SecTro modelling platform, therefore allowing the creation of a
hybrid reference process model in a fully automated manner.
3.3 Business Process Modelling component
The Business Process Modelling component uses the hybrid reference process
model as input for creating secure business process designs. For each securityconstraint activity or resource of the hybrid reference process model, one of
the proposed security mechanism is selected to be integrated within the final
business process model. To provide a structured approach towards security
operationalisation for process designers, the Business Process Modelling component uses the security design patterns, as introduced in Section 2. Other
than the security pattern integration, the Business Process Modelling component is also where the final business process model is created.
The process skeleton captured by the hybrid reference process model is
refined by manually adding BPMN process elements. More specifically, after
the security process patterns have been instantiated and integrated, process
designers construct the control flow of the process by:
1. Manually order (since ordering information is not available in the goal
model) and connect (via relationships) activities contained in the hybrid
reference process model.
2. Decompose (if necessary) existing sub-processes into tasks and add any
new activities desired.
3. Add any necessary getaways, start and end events within each lane and
sub-process.
4. Add any additionally desired message exchanges between lanes (anything
desired in addition to those introduced by the security process patterns
will need to be manually added).
Fig. 14 presents the final business process model of the e-Prescription system. In the “e-Prescription System” lane the business process design pattern for the requirement of “Authorisation” (see Fig. 3), has been introduced
before the security constraint activities “Insert Treatment Plan” and “Issue
Prescription”, denoted with a bold-line border. The authorisation pattern has
been instantiated to implement the “2-Factor Authentication” security mechanism. Therefore, activities of the authorisation pattern which were abstractly
defined before, are now presented as more explicit declarations (i.e., “Implement 2-Factor Authentication”) to reflect the implementation of the selected
security mechanism. The same process was followed for the “Confidentiality”
requirement connected to the “Patient Records” and “Treatment Plan” data
objects, where the pattern for “Confidentiality” (see, Fig. 4) has been instantiated to implement the “HTTPS” security mechanism. Finally, the Integrity
pattern (see Fig. 5) has been instantiated with the “SHA-2” security mechanism and associated with the integrity-constraint data objects “Patient Info”
and “Treatment Plan”.
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Therefore, the inclusion of the security process patterns increases the amount
of automation during the integration of security in a business process model,
thereby reducing the overhead of process designers in terms of time, effort
and prerequisite security-related expertise. Additionally, the patterns also enhance the modelling consistency by realizing the same security requirement in
a consistent manner both within a model and across models.
Other than the introduction of the instantiated business process design
pattern for the operationalisation of the identified security constraints, start
and end events have been manually added at each lane of the final business
process diagram to denote the beginning and end of each of the contained subprocesses. Additionally, message exchanges have been added between lanes for
transferring relevant data objects and the activities contained within each of
the model’s lanes have been ordered and connected with each other to create
a control flow. The ordering and connecting of activities and data objects
is also a manual task since the goal model, which provided us information
regarding the basic structure of the system, is inherently not equipped to
capture information regarding temporal dimensions of the system, such as the
order of execution of its plans.

4 Evaluation
Apart from the application of the security process patterns to the e-Prescription
system, as reported in the previous sections, the work was evaluated through
two different approaches. Initially, through a specific experiment focusing on
the security process patterns, and secondly through the application of the security process patterns on a complex case study, as part of the Secure Business
Process Framework illustrated in Fig. 7. In the rest of this section we provide
details, discussion and results from those two evaluation approaches.

4.1 Experiment
An experiment was conducted in order to i) evaluate the perceived understandability and ease-of-use of the proposed security process patterns and ii)
compare their implementation to ad-hoc security integration in business process models. Overall, thirty (30) postgraduate students (MSc and PhD level)
from two different universities (i.e., University of Brighton, UK and PantheonSorbonne University, France), in the areas of information systems design and
information security, completed the experiment, in two separate supervised
workshop sessions, each with a duration of approximately thirty minutes.
A brief introduction to familiarise the participants with business process
modelling concepts and BPMN diagrams was provided at the beginning of each
session. Next, a brief business process model, shown in Fig. 15, was presented
to the participants.
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Fig. 15 Business Process Model of Evaluation Experiment

During the first scenario the participants were asked to redesign the provided process model by introducing any activities they considered necessary,
in an ad-hoc manner, in order to satisfy the authentication constraint “Only
registered medical practitioners can create a new prescription”. Only after the
first scenario was completed, the participants were presented with the authentication pattern, as introduced in Fig. 2. For the completion of the second
scenario, they were asked to instantiate and introduce the pattern to the business process model of Fig. 15, in order to, once again, satisfy the same security
constraint.
After both parts of the experiment were completed a short questionnaire
was distributed in order to capture the opinions of the participants regarding
their experience. The questionnaire entries were phrased as statements accompanied by a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly
agree, from which the responders selected the option best reflecting their opinion. The statements provided to the participants were the following:
– “I found it difficult to identify which activities I needed to add to the
process model (Fig. 15) in Scenario 1.”
– “I found it easier to create a business process model in Scenario 2 than in
Scenario 1.”
– “The contents and structure of the business process pattern (Fig. 3) were
easy to understand.”
– “I found it easy to integrate the business process pattern into the business
process of Fig. 15.”
At the end of the questionnaire form there was also the option of providing
free-form comments and remarks3 .
The participants’ responses to the above statements are summarised as
follows:
3 The questionnaire and a summary of the responses can be accessed in: http://www.
sense-brighton.eu/process-patterns-questionnaire/
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– 10 out of 30 (33%) either agreed (9) or strongly agreed (1) that it was
difficult to identify the security related activities needed to be added in
the process, in an ad-hoc manner.
– 15 out of 30 (50%) either agreed (10) or strongly agreed (5) that it easier to
create a secure business process model using the provided process pattern
compared to the ad-hoc security implementation.
– 20 out of 30 (66%) either agreed (15) or strongly agreed (5) that the provided process pattern was easy to understand,
– 18 out of 30 (60%) either agreed (13) or strongly agreed (5) that the provided process pattern was easy to integrate to the provided business process
model.

4.2 e-Government System Case Study
As mentioned above, the work was evaluated as part of the Secure Business
Process Framework. This section does not aim to provide details of the whole
framework’s application to the case study, which is outside the scope of this
paper, but rather focusses on the elements of the application that are related
to the security process patterns. For other aspects and analysis related to this
case study please see [3].
The case study involves an e-government system (SPA) of the Municipality of Athens, Greece. More specifically, the selected system is used for the
administration of swimming pool facilities used by Athenian citizens and was
part of the VisiOn European project, in which the second author participated.
The case study was developed and performed in close cooperation with two
analysts of DAEM S.A the organisation in charge of developing all information
systems for the municipality of Athens. Both of them were experts in system
analysis and design, while one of them was also a security expert. Both of them
were familiar with goal modelling, security requirement elicitation with Secure
Tropos and process design using BPMN due to their previous participation at
the VisiOn project. The communication of the stakeholders with the author
initiated during June 2017 and regular teleconferences were performed until
the completion of the case study in September 2017.
The BPMN 2.0 Collaboration diagram that describes the SPA system was
constructed in close cooperation with the analysts of DAEM. The automatically generated hybrid reference process model allowed us to identify: i) the
basic structural characteristics of the process (lanes, activities, information
objects), ii) the types of security constraints and the specific process elements
they restrict and, iii) the security mechanisms to be implemented to satisfy
each constraint. First the business process design patterns, were made available to the analysts. Next we matched each security constraint to its corresponding pattern. For instance an important security constraint of the SPA
Certificate copies shall not be modified after issuing”, was operationalized by
the Integrity pattern, which in turn was instantiated by the Checksum security
mechanism, as selected during the decision support process. The instantiated
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patterns were manually introduced into the business process diagram, for each
constraint activity or data object.
Next, a manual refinement of the process model was performed which focused on introducing control flow elements, such as start and end events, gateways, additional activities and message exchanges between lanes. After some
iterations, a final version of BPMN 2.0 collaboration diagram describing the
functionality of the SPA system was developed, as presented in Fig. 16.

4.3 Evaluation Reflections and Lessons learned
The different evaluation activities, presented above, facilitated the refinement
of the developed secure process patterns to the state presented in this paper.
Each evaluation method provided valuable insights which led to the improvement of the patterns in an iterative manner.
The experiment allowed us to get an indication of the perceived usability and understandability of the proposed process patterns. It also indicated
that such patterns are a preferable alternative to ad-hoc approaches, thereby
confirming the literature consensus that patterns provide more structure and
guidance to process designers. Another insight gained from our evaluation, especially the experiment, was that even non-experts in the area of information
security were able to sensibly make use of the provided patterns in order to
create consistent models within a reasonable timeframe. This indication is also
aligned with literature findings, suggesting that patterns facilitate reusability
and model consistency while also reducing the overhead for process designers
in terms of time and prerequisite domain knowledge.
Nevertheless, the generalisability of the experiment’s results is limited since
the participants only worked with a small subset of the proposed patterns and
a simple process model. Another aspect that has to be considered is the potential of bias introduced by learning effects, since the participants familiarized
themselves with the process model of Fig. 15 during the first scenario, thus,
potentially making it easier for them to apply the pattern in the same model
during the second scenario. Other threats to the experimental validity include
the diverse backgrounds of the participants, since their information security
and business process modelling experience varied, while also English was not
the native language of a number of participants. Nonetheless, to minimize the
effects of such factors, the workshop sessions, during which the experiment
was performed, were supervised and any participant enquiries regarding the
experiment were answered.
An exit interview was arranged with the DAEM case study involved stakeholders to provide us with qualitative insights regarding the perceived applicability and effectiveness of the security process patterns. The main aim of this
was to: (i) capture the analysts experiences regarding the design of the SPA
business process using the security process patterns; (ii) identify what they
perceived as relevant benefits and shortcomings. The Goal Question Metric
(GQM) template [38] was utilized to structure each question of the interview
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as it allows us to specify: (i) the focus of the question, (ii) the objective of the
question, (iii) the variable measured, (iv) the subjects participating and (v)
the context of the question.
The following illustrates the relevant GQM for the Security process patterns:
– Analyse the developed security process patterns
– for the purpose of quantitative evaluation
– with respect to the perceived usability and complexity of the process
patterns
– from the point of view of the system designers and security expert
– in the context of refining the security process pattern to a final version
Based on the feedback provided by the analysts, the process patterns were
useful to the analysts since they provided a structured and predefined way
to implement the different types of security constraints. They were also at an
appropriate level of abstraction which matched the abstraction level of the final
business process model. Some concerns regarding the patterns were focused on
their placement within the process model, which was not always obvious, and
the additional complexity they introduced to the final process model, which
led to the analysts preferring to introduce them as collapsed sub-processes to
keep the model manageable.
The final e-government case study, which constituted the last step of the
process patterns evaluation process, facilitated the creation of the final version.
In particular, the earliest version of such patterns, could only be applied to
process lanes existing within the same pool. The latest version of the patterns,
as presented in this paper were extended to include message exchanges across
process lanes, allowing them to be applicable in a broader range of scenarios,
where the participating lanes do not belong in the same pool.

5 Related Work
Kienzle et al. [22] have created a pattern repository including both structural
and procedural patterns for web service security, expressed through a textual
template. Mouratidis et al. [28] introduce security patterns to describe security
implementing techniques (e.g., agent authenticator), expressed using Tropos,
an agent-oriented software engineering approach, and a textual description
template. Rosado et al. [34] link security requirements to architectural and
design security patterns in order to guide the implementation of security in
the area of web services. High-level architectural patterns and mid-level design
patterns of security implementing mechanisms (e.g., secure message router,
credential tokenizer) are matched to specific types of security requirements of
web service applications. Ahmed et al. [1] identify potential risks and security
requirements at the process level by matching process fragments with securityrisk patterns used to capture common security requirements. A comprehensive
survey of works in the area of security design patterns is provided by Laverdiére
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et al. [23], where a number of desirable properties of security design patterns
and a template for pattern description are developed.
Salnitri et al. [35] introduce SecBPMN which extends BPMN 2.0 in order to perform security-related annotation of business processes. The security
requirements captured via such annotations are formalised by a series of predicates which, similar to security process patterns, encapsulate security-related
information. Li et al. [25] introduce a method for constructing goal models
which are able to capture and analyse attack patterns depending on the contextual environment of the system. Kalloniatis et al. [20, 21] introduce the PriS
framework for the design of privacy-aware processes, starting from goal models. A set of privacy process patterns are used by PriS for the incorporation of
privacy requirements into business processes, which are refined and expressed
in BPMN 2.0 in [6].
The above works ([22, 28, 34]) provide patterns which aim to capture specific types of security countermeasures or, in the case of [1], use process patterns to identify where security-related violations can occur within the process.
In contrast, each of the patterns presented in our work captures the operationalisation of one type of security requirement and can accommodate its
implementation by any suitable security implementing technology. Therefore,
their implementation-independent nature allows a higher degree of generalisability and flexibility compared to countermeasure-specific patterns. Moreover,
similar to the works of [35, 25, 20, 21], our framework also uses goal models but
it provides explicit steps for transitioning from them to the operational level
of abstraction. Thus, the added value it provides relates to its ability to map
both security requirements and security countermeasures, captured at a high
abstraction level, to specific business process elements via a structured and automated model transformation process. Therefore, it facilitates the alignment
between security requirements at the organisational level and the operationalisation of security countermeasures at the process level.
The literature is full of examples of works related to business processes,
security modelling and a combination of both. In this paper we primarily focus
on presenting works that we think are directly related to the security process
patterns presented above. For a full review of works related to business process
modelling and security modelling, with more detailed comparison than here,
please see [3], while for a review of works related to security patterns please
see [30].
In [36], SecureBPEL is introduced as a process specification language emphasizing in the security aspect of business processes, aiming to bridge the gap
between the early requirement analysis and the development of secure workflows. This method is essentially an extension of the BPEL execution standard enriched with constructs from the Secure Tropos goal-oriented security
requirements engineering framework. Such concepts are used to enforce delegation and trust requirements in web services used to support the designed
business process, thereby extending the functionalities of traditional BPEL.
SecureBPEL offers a way of deriving process skeletons based on requirements
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specified early in the development process, which can be then refined to produce secure workflows with minimal effort.
The M-BPSec framework [33] aims to create secure business process specifications by transforming computationally independent models (CIMs) to platform independent models (PIMs) by the application of predefined transformation rules. At the CIM level, business analysts can express their security
requirements at a high level of abstraction, on the business process model via a
series of padlock symbols. The secure business process can either be modelled
using UML activity diagrams (UML-AD) or BPMN.
In the same context of model transformation, the SECTET framework [2]
is developed for the implementation of security in business process. The first
step in the framework is the creation of a platform independent model (PIM)
using a UML profile, called SECTET UML, to capture the initial business
requirements. SECTET-PL, a domain-specific predicative language, is also introduced for the definition of security policies and is integrated with the UML
modelling component of the framework. For the transition to a platform specific model (PSM) a series of transformation rules are defined in QVT. Using
these rules XACML security policies can be generated from the requirements
model.
The Sec-MoSC framework is another security-oriented BPMN extension
introduced in [39]. Sec-MoSC aims to integrate security requirements with
BPMN process models by introducing the concepts of NF-Attribute, NFStatement and NF-Action. The NF-Attribute expresses the security requirements of a specific process fragment, the NF-Statement quantifies that requirement (e.g., High, Medium, Low) while the NF-Action models mechanisms that
can be implemented to satisfy such requirements. After the security annotated
model is refined it can be automatically translated to BPEL execution code
with security configurations sourcing from the parameters set at the process
model level.
The work presented in [32] introduces BPMN-sec, a BPMN extension focusing on the security aspect of business processes outsourced to the cloud.
In BPMNsec two main types of stakeholders are involved, namely a user-side
and a cloudside, each controlling different parts of the process. UML Activity Diagrams (ADs) have been the focal point of a number of security-related
UML extensions. In [37] UML ADs are utilised to capture misuse cases. In
such mal-activity diagrams malicious actors and their actions are modelled
along with the process they negatively impact.

6 Conclusion
Designing secure business processes can be a challenging endeavour since system developers often have limited knowledge regarding the analysis and implementation of security. Process patterns, encapsulating expert knowledge and
proven solutions, can be a way to overcome the lack of security expertise during a system’s development process. Identifying security process patterns of
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the appropriate abstraction level and granularity is another challenge, since
over-specified patterns may be not flexible enough to fit the specific context of
the system at hand, while high-level architectural patterns may be too generic.
The contributions of this work can be summarised as follows: (i) the development of a set of security process patterns which are evaluated through a
workshop-based experiment, and (ii) the integration of the developed patterns
as a component to an existing framework for the design of secure business processes, the functionality of which was demonstrated through its application to
an existing information system.
The proposed set of patterns can be utilised for the integration of security in business process models. Their most important characteristic is the
level of abstraction at which they are expressed, as it allows them to capture
the steps required for the operationalisation of security requirements at the
business process level of abstraction, in an implementation-agnostic manner.
The perceived usability and understandability of the proposed patterns has
been positively evaluated through a workshop-based experiment. The participants of this experiment also indicated that designing secure processes via the
proposed set of patterns was preferable to ad-hoc approaches to security.
Moreover, this collection of patterns was integrated into a broader framework to enhance its functionality. This framework uses Secure Tropos goal
models to capture a socio-technical view of an information system in order to
elicit its security requirements and propose potential security implementing
mechanisms. The created goal model is automatically transformed to an intermediate process skeleton through the application of a series of transformation
rules. Finally, it is refined into a secure business process model through the integration and instantiation of the proposed security design patterns and some
manual refinement of its control flow. The application of the proposed framework to a real-life e-Prescription system allowed us to also demonstrate how
the introduced patterns can be seamlessly integrated into structured approach.
The framework application facilitated the creation of a secure business process
design for the system at hand, through a series of well-defined steps, supported
by established modelling languages and an automated model transformation
functionality.
A key future work direction is the further refinement and extension of the
proposed pattern library. In addition to that, the privacy process patterns,
introduced by our previous work [6], will be added to the pattern library of
our framework so it will be able to cover the analysis and operationalisation
of both security and privacy countermeasures in business process models. Regarding the overall framework, new components have been developed as part
of our ongoing work, providing it with additional analysis and verification
capabilities. More specifically, in [5] we have presented an approach for a riskbased decision support process for the selection of security mechanisms. This
approach is the basis for a decision support component that will allow process
designers to select an optimal set of security mechanisms. Such mechanisms
will be used to instantiate the process patterns and be integrated into the final
process model. Furthermore, in [8], we introduce a series of attribute-based se-
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curity verification algorithms that can be applied to a business process model
and verify the satisfaction of its security requirements. The output of this work
will also form a new component which will allow the security verification of
the process model produced via the application of our framework.
There are other future directions of research, such as extending the automatic transformations components presented, and identify the limits of what
can be automatically transformed versus parts that must be manually identified (e.g. due to information not being specified in the goal models). Within
this context, one may also consider the specification of model transformations
in accordance with several alternative approaches (e.g. [45, 18]). It will also
be valuable to further evaluate the usability of goal modelling approaches for
business process designs.
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